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Abstract—The Human-Computer Interaction is challenging the
use of many modalities to interact with an application. The eLearning environments interfaces are been exposed to this
diversity of modalities, but they are designed to be used with a
limited set. The impact is that users have interaction problems
caused by the cross modality. The e-Learning environments
need to evolve allowing users to interact with a more broadly
interaction styles. One solution is adopt Multimodal
Interaction concepts, improving the usability and accessibility
of the e-Learning environment and make possible to embrace
better learning contexts, property that we define as
learnability.

To attend this demand, the e-Learning environment needs
to have good usability, accessibility, mobility and
learnability. Considering all these dimensions is not a trivial
task. Does the multimodality can improve these requirements
on e-Learning environments?
Section II presents a literature review about e-Learning
environments, multimodality and multimodal interfaces.
Section III presents the research problem that we want to
deal, and Section IV our hypothesis and methods. Section V
some preliminary results and expected contributions.
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The actual versions of e-Learning environments take
advantages of the Web to offer content with text, images,
audios and videos in a hypertext document. Tools like chat,
forums, portfolios, repositories are widely used, and tools
those explore the audio and video resource to user
communication, such as instant messenger and videoconferences, are becoming common among the
environments.
Due the diversity of users whom may use the e-Learning
environments, these systems need to have good usability so
that the user interface does not prejudice the teaching and
learning activities. Accessibility is another important
requirement to allow disabled people to use the environment.
So usability and accessibility are two desired requirements to
the e-Learning environments.
Devices, such as smartphones and tablets, are becoming
increasingly popular; most of them have touch screen
displays, access to the Internet and enough computing power
to process Web pages. So, Web sites and Web applications,
initially developed to be used with keyboard, mouse and a
medium size display, are been accessed by small touchscreen
devices. This is another aspect of accessibility, so the
environments´ development teams are building solutions to
provide access on mobile devices. Three kind of solution are
emerging: specific device application; web site specific for
mobile devices; and improve the web site for mobile and
desktop access [8].
Two motivations allow the participants interacting
anytime and anywhere with the content and each other; but,
due to the device restrictions, there are needs to obtain better
design solutions. The actual user interface design techniques
take account just a limit set of input and output hardware,
limited to the context, such as techniques to design user
interface for desktop or for mobile platforms. But, there is a

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Human-Computer Interaction is challenging the
replacement of the mouse and actual interfaces for interfaces
that works with natural interaction, non-tactile interfaces,
speech recognition, facial and movement recognition and
gestures [1][2]. So, there are many ways to interact with
digital artifacts and applications, like keyboards, mouse,
small, medium and big displays, voice, touch and gestures.
Many hardware components are available supporting
different interaction styles.
The Multimodal Interaction is a solution to possibility the
use of an application in this diversity of interaction styles,
allowing users interact with computers by many input
modalities (e.g., speech, gesture, eye tracking) and output
channels (e.g., text, graphics, audio) [3]. Multimodal
Interaction is proposed to turn the human-computer
interaction more natural, i.e., more close to the humanhuman interaction. The main benefices are the increase of
application's usability, accessibility, flexibility and
convenience [3]. But, building a multimodal interaction
system is not a trivial task yet, because the literature does not
have sufficient information about how to design this kind of
system and there is a lack of technologies to support them.
e-Learning environments like Moodle [4], SAKAI [5],
TelEduc [6], Ae [7] are applications that use the Web infrastructure to support teaching and learning activities. The eLearning environments are designed to support a variety of
users and learning contexts, but they are designed to support
a limited interaction styles, usually keyboard and mouse as
input and a medium screen as output.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW
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lot of input or output hardware in these devices and these
techniques are asked to consider all of them. Some input and
output devices are: touchscreen, microphones, pen sensitive
screen, touchpad, TrackPoint, accelerometers, joysticks,
loudspeakers, small screen, large screen, printers, etc.
Another e-Learning environment characteristic is to be
used in many of learning context, e.g., teacher training,
undergraduate courses, and team training in all areas of
knowledge. We call these as learnability. But, the actual
hardware increases the difficulty to use the environment to
produce content for any area and support student activities.
To attend this demand, the e-Learning environment needs
to be usable and accessible for many users in many social,
physical, technological and learning contexts. So, e-Learning
environment needs to be evaluated in the usability,
accessibility, mobility and learnability dimensions, a not
trivial task.
Since the e-Learning environments were building to
Web, they have a common architecture: the client-server.
Client is responsible to render the user interface through a
browser. It is in the client side that the user interacts with the
system using input and output hardware. The server is
responsible to process client´s requests and data persistence.
The server knows few about the input and output devices in
client side.
Ae is an e-Learning environment developed by a
consortium of Brazilian universities using J2EE technology
and component-based development process. Layered
component-based software architecture was defined for Ae
environment [9] with the following layers:
Presentation layer: provides the application user
interface;
System layer: provides an interface for the application
functionality, that is, it is a façade for the application
business rules;
e-Learning layer: provides the component interfaces
that implement the application’s business rules, which can be
used by various applications and which use services and
functionalities from the infrastructure layer to implement the
business rules;
Infrastructure layer: implements a set of infrastructure
services such as, for example, data persistence;
Common services layer: has the public services that can
be utilized and accessed by all other architecture layers,
except the presentation layer.
Multimodal interaction is a research proposal to turn the
interaction between humans and machines more natural, i.e.,
more close to the interactions between two humans, and have
the benefits to increase the usability, flexibility and
convenience [3].
Modality is the used term to define a mode what the user
data input or a system output is expressed. The
communication mode refers to the communication model
used by two different entities to interact [10]. Nigay and
Coutaz [11] define modality as an interaction method that an
agent can use to reach a goal, and it can be described in
general terms such “speech” or in specific terms such “using
microphones”.
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For monomodal systems, designers are not limited to
choose only one modality. But, in multimodal systems, they
can choose many modalities, that used together, increasing
the system flexibility and gives other benefices. Interfaces
with this characteristic are called as multimodal interfaces
and the system are called multimodal interaction systems.
Mayes [12] defines multimodal interaction systems as a
system with the capacity to communicate with the user by
many different communication modes, using more than one
modality, automatically gives or extracts mean.
According to Oviatt [10] “Multimodal interfaces process
two or more combined user input modes (such as speech,
pen, touch, manual gesture, gaze, and head and body
movements) in a coordinated manner with multimedia
system output”.
Lalanne et al. [3] describe multimodal interaction
systems, or multimodal systems, allow users to interact with
computers though many data input modalities (e.g., speech,
gesture, eye gaze) and output channels (e.g., text, graphics,
sound, avatars, voice synthesis).
Bangalore and Johnston [13] say the critical advantage of
multimodal interfaces is that they allow user input and
system output to be expressed in the mode or modes to
which they are best suited, given the task at hand, user
preferences, and the physical and social environment of the
interaction. Allowing users interact with many modes, it is
possible to improve the accessibility because a multimodal
interface can be used for a disabled person using the
interaction mode that she can handle.
Multimodal content is common on multimedia systems.
The research problem that we want proposes a solution is to
use multimodality on user interaction and get benefits of
multimodal content too.
Dumas, Lalanne and Oviatt [14] present a generic
architecture for multimodal systems, turning more easy to
understand the mainly components of the multimodal
systems: a fusion engine, a fission module, a dialog manager
and a context manager, which all together form what is
called the “integration committee”. The authors define “input
modalities are received though various recognizers, which
output their results to the fusion engine in charge of giving a
common interpretation of the inputs. A fusion machine gives
an interpretation for the data and it communicates it to the
dialog manager, in charge of identifying the dialog state, the
transition to perform, the action to communicate to an
application, and/or the message to return through the fission
machine. The fission machine returns a message to the user
through the most adequate modality or combination of
modalities, depending on the user profile and context of use.
For this reason, the context manager, in charge of tracking
the location, context and user profile, closely communicates
any changes in the environment to the three other
components, so that they can adapt their interpretations”.
Multimodal systems need to take account of all input done
by the user to identify and process the solicited action.
Developing multimodal interaction systems is a complex
task [14]; but, to turn more easy the development there are
some frameworks, such as the ICARE framework [15],
FAME [16] and special approaches [17][18].
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Bouchet, Nigay and Ganille [15] define formally the
CARE properties to characterize and assess aspects of
multimodal interaction: the Complementarity, Assignment,
Redundancy, and Equivalence that may occur between the
interaction techniques available in a multimodal user
interface. To aim build multimodal system, the authors
propose the ICARE framework.
Larson [19] shows three general questions to response
with a web application will be improved with a new mode of
input: the new mode needs to add value to the web
application, the application leverages the strengths of the
new mode and avoids its weaknesses, and the users need to
have the required hardware and software.
To implement multimodal system for web it is necessary
consider both architecture: for multimodal systems and for
web systems. Gruenstein, McGraw and Badr [20] present a
framework to develop multimodal interfaces for web, the
WAMI Toolkit. The framework defines tree client-side
components (Core GUI, GUI Controller and Audio
Controller) and more four server-side components (Web
Server, Speech Recognizer, Speech Synthesizer, and
Logger). The user interact with the Core GUI, described at
HTML and JavaScript, and the Audio Controller, a Java
Applet to receive the audio input. The collected data is sent
to server to be treated by the Speech Recognizer and the
Web Server components.
Zaguia et al. [21] present an approach to develop
multimodal systems using fusion machines dispose on web
services in such a way the user can choose the modalities
that she sees fit to her situation instead of already pre-defined
modalities from the beginning.
But we need to not only build a multimodal system; we
are worry about the environment usability so that the
interface does not prejudice the teaching and learning
activities. Nielsen [22] defines usability as a combination of
five elements: easy to learning, efficient, easy to remember,
low probability of users do mistakes and user satisfaction.
III.

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

Since the number of devices accessing the Web grows,
the e-Learning environments are exposed to a variety of
interaction styles, including ones that are not considered in
the design time. Just supporting these interaction styles
causes cross modality interaction problems [8], limitation in
the multimodality use, and do not take advantages from the
interaction style in use. So it is necessary to develop a
solution without these limitations.
Thinking about the learning domain, we ask “how do the
users interact with a multimodal e-Learning environment? Is
this a solution to allow an application be accessed by
different devices with a diversity of users, physical and
social contexts avoiding cross modality problems and get the
better use of the interaction styles?”
Since there are no one multimodal interaction e-Learning
environment to aim us to response these questions, we need
built one. So we want to know how to develop a multimodal
interaction e-Learning environment? Which are the cross
modality problems related with this context? How can we
identify?
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It is the main problem, but several others derive: Is it
possible to improve an application to be used by many
interaction styles and get advantages? Which kind of
modifications is necessary to get the best use of an
interaction style? How to guaranties that the usability will
not be affected? After the modifications, the application has
a better accessibility? Allowing many interaction styles, do
we have a new kind of application? How to distinguish the
applications that have these characteristics from the other
that does not have?
Due the multimodality allows users interact with many
modes, maybe the user will use this mode not only to interact
with the application, but to create content. How this impact
in the environment architecture?
The special interest in the learning domain is the
necessity to improve the e-Learning environment to better
attend the teaching and learning activities in the variety of
learning context, reaching out the maximum of learnability.
IV. THE RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS AND METHODS
We argue that it is possible improve the usability,
accessibility and learnability of an e-Learning environment
adding multimodality concepts in the environment´s user
interface.
We planned to use empirical method to validate our
hypothesis, building a multimodal interaction e-Learning
environment prototype and doing user study, collecting
interaction data and user opinions by observation and
questionnaires. Not one interaction style will be studied per
time; we want study various interaction styles being used to
complete some tasks in the environment. The collected data
will be used to verify the e-Learning environment in three
dimensions: usability, accessibility and learnability.
Due to the quantity of interaction styles and the
complexity to build a multimodal system, we need to define
an incremental process to build the prototype, taking one or a
limited number of interaction styles per time. But, it is
important to reduce the development efforts for the next
iteration, when another interaction style will be selected.
Here, we will apply some software engineering techniques,
like software components. We proposed these steps for this
process:
1. Select an interaction style;
2. Do user studies to collect interaction problems using
the selected interaction style and how the manner to realize
the tasks change;
3. Redesign the software user interface to defining better
solutions for identified problems;
4. Analyze the software to identify the components
responsible to user interface and components that manipulate
user data;
5. Find or implement recognizers and synthesizers for the
selected interaction style;
6. Change the software architecture to have the main
components of a generic multimodal system;
7. Do tests to collect errors and fix them.
We believe if we can do these steps two or three times;
so, there is possible to repeat it until all interaction styles is
considered.
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To prove our solution, we propose to implement the
Multimodal Interaction concepts in the Ae e-Learning
environment [7], and use this new kind of environment to
research advantages and disadvantages of multimodal
interfaces in learning. We planned study the interaction using
pen, touch and gesture in two tools of the Ae e-Learning
environment: the Weblog and the Whiteboard. Both tools are
used to construct the content and are selected based on our
premises that they are good choices to study the
multimodality.
V.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND EXPECTED
CONTRIBUTIONS

One of the preliminary results were some problems in the
TelEduc environment that happened when users interact with
touchscreen devices [8], i.e., some problems happened due
the platform changing (when user access the environment
using a smartphone) and some problems happened due the
modality changing. The problems identified in TelEduc due
the modality changing will happen on Ae environment.
Other contribution is related with how the multimodal
concept changes the architecture of an application and how
to find solutions. The Ae architecture needs to be changed to
adopt the multimodal concepts. Considering the WebAccessible Multimodal Interfaces architecture [20] and the
architecture of multimodal systems [14], we redesign the Ae
architecture (Fig. 1). Due to the fact that the browser has the
responsibility to show the GUI components in the client side,
some components are added to treat the data input from the
input devices. The user interaction data is sent to the server,
who have the responsibility to process this data and gives an
interpretation for the received data. After the input data

interpretation process, the correspondent action is sent to the
system component. So, the fusion and fission machines will
be on the server. The fusion machine will be called when the
server receive the data from the client-side components, and
the fission machine will be called when the system response
the request, after the data processing. Since, we are using a
component-based architecture, the presentation layer and the
multimodal components can run in a proper server,
increasing the scalability and performance.
The main expected contribution is to know more about
the relationship between usability, accessibility and
multimodality. For the educational context, we want to know
if the support more interaction styles there is an impact in the
learning contexts, so define the learnability.
The prototype is another contribution, because there is no
one multimodal interaction e-Learning environment, we will
call it |Ae|.
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